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Zen 

"Oriental Express"

Zen, nestled in the classy and elegant Park Hotel, is truly a 'new theater of

food' that provides a visual and culinary treat as well. Wooden paneled

flooring giving the effect of bamboos and artifacts adorning the room are

well coordinated with the Oriental decor. It has show kitchens, where you

can watch the skilled chefs expertly dishing out tasty preparations. Every

order of the customer is treated like a piece d'art and right from the recipe

to the presentation, each step is carried out with precision and amazing

attention to detail. If you like your privacy, choose to sit in the space

separated by the wooden columned curtains. The Japanese bar serves

excellent sushi and teppanyaki. Be a part of this culinary journey that

takes you through the unique world of Oriental cuisines.

 +91 33 2249 9000  www.theparkhotels.com/k

olkata/dining/zen.html

 resv.cal@theparkhotels.co

m

 17 Park Street, The Park

Kolkata, Kolkata
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Eden Pavilion 

"Around the World"

Eden Pavilion is an all day dining restaurant at the ITC Sonar. The

restaurant, which is a total package of all the eateries of the hotel,

features cuisines from around the world, including Chinese, Indian and

Bengali fare. Their coffee is especially popular as the ambiance swings

well with a robust brew and you feel instantly refreshed. Enjoy the lunch

and breakfast buffets served here; the a la carte menu too is quite

delightful.

 +91 33 2345 4545  www.itchotels.in/hotels/ko

lkata/itcsonar/dining/eden-

pavilion.html

 itcsonarbangla@itcwelcom

group.in

 JBS Haldane Avenue, ITC

Sonar, Kolkata
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Pan Asian 

"An Asian Exploration"

An ITC Sonar offering, Pan Asian is just as the name suggests: a journey

across Asian culinary traditions. Oriental cuisine differs in flavors and

ingredients as per the region and this restaurant makes an effort to

recognize and recreate each of these differences with skillful precision.

Korea, Mongolia, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Japan and China; choose

any of these regions and you can taste adorable preparations. But if you

would like to sample everything, it will take more than a few visits to this

unique restaurant.

 +91 33 2345 4545  www.itchotels.in/hotels/ko

lkata/itcsonar/dining/pan-

asian.html

 itcsonarbangla@itcwelcom

group.in

 JBS Haldane Avenue, ITC

Sonar, Kolkata
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Cheeni Kum 

"Expensive but Tasty Food"

Cheeni Kum is a restaurant offering Chinese as well as Indian cuisines. It

is a nice place to end your day on a light note. Akbari Chicken Tikka,

Murgh Tikka Lahori and Fish Reshmi Butter Masala are some of the items

on their list. Veg Fried Rice and Kadhai Paneer are some of the items from

their vegetarian menu. Apart from main course meals they also serve Beer

and Cocktails. It opens at 7.30 am so you can plan having breakfast here

some time. The menu is a little over priced, so not a place where you can

go on a regular basis, but good to visit once a while. The ambiance is

decent and up to the mark.

 +91 33 2441 6426  1744 Rajdanga Main Road, Sector F, East Kolkata Township,

Kolkata
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Durbari 

"Dining in Elegance"

Durbari fuses together traditional and modern flavors to provide an

experience that is simply enjoyable. Housed within the the famed

Swisssotel, its exquisite interiors, peppered with appealing wooden

themes, elegant upholstery and dim-lighting, sets the mood perfectly for a

laid-back, formal meal. Take your pick from a number of scintillating

Indian dishes from the classic kebabs to the irresistibly aromatic biryanis,

that will surely leave you planning for your next visit to this splendid

restaurant.

 +91 33 6606 4206  durbari.kolkata@swissotel.com  Neotia Vista, 11/5, Swissotel, Kolkata
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